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Feasibility of intraoperative
neuromonitoring and
cortical/subcortical mapping
in patients with cerebral
lesions of highly functional
localizations—pathway to
case adapted monitoring
and mapping procedures

Franziska Staub-Bartelt*, Marion Rapp and Michael Sabel

Department of Neurosurgery, University Hospital Duesseldorf, Duesseldorf, Germany
Background: Intraoperative neuromonitoring (IONM) and mapping procedures

via direct cortical stimulation (DCS) are required for resection of eloquently

located cerebral lesions. In our neurooncological department, mapping and

monitoring are used either combined or separately for surgery of functional

lesions. The study aims to provide a practical insight into strengths and pitfalls of

intraoperative neuromonitoring and mapping in supratentorial functionally

located infiltrating lesions.

Methods: IONM and mapping techniques performed in eloquent located brain

tumors were analyzed with a focus on neurological outcome and resection

results obtained via MRI. Additionally, the surgeons’ view on obligatory

techniques was explored retrospectively immediately after surgery. To evaluate

the impact of the described items, we correlated intraoperative techniques in

various issues.

Results:Majority of the 437 procedures were performed as awake surgery (53%).

Monopolar stimulation was used in 348 procedures and correlated with a

postoperative temporary neurological deficit. Bipolar stimulation was

performed in 127 procedures, particularly on tumors in the left hemisphere for

language mapping. Overall permanent deficit was seen in 2% of the patients;

neither different mapping or monitoring modes nor stimulation intensity,

localization, or histopathological findings correlated significantly with

permanent deficits. Evaluation of post-OP MRI revealed total resection (TR) in

209 out of 417 cases. Marginal residual volume in cases where total resection

was assumed but MRI failed to proof TR was found (0.4 ml). Surgeons’ post-OP

evaluation of obligatory techniques matched in 73% with the techniques

actually used.
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Conclusion: We report 437 surgical procedures on highly functional located

brain lesions. Resection without permanent deficit was adequately achievable in

98% of the procedures. Chosen mapping or monitoring techniques mostly

depended on localization and vascular conflicts but also in some procedures

on availability of resources, which was emphasized by the post-OP surgeons’

evaluation. With the present study, we aimed to pave the way to á la carte choice

of monitoring and or mapping techniques, reflecting the possibilities of even

supratotal resection in eloquent brain tumor lesions and the herewith increased

need for monitoring and limiting resources.
KEYWORDS

intraoperative monitoring, brain mapping, brain tumor, eloquent location,
supratentorial brain tumor
Introduction

Surgical gross total resection represents the gold standard

according to therapeutical approaches of infiltrating brain tumors.

The aim of the surgical intervention is an achievement of complete

removal of the tumor as seen on the MRI scan and described as

gross total resection in the literature in order to extend survival of

the patients as this is directly linked to an extended overall survival

in high-grade glioma patients (1–3). For low-grade glioma, it is well

known that a residual tumor volume and extent of resection can

predict the progression-free survival and time to malignant

transformation (4, 5) as well as overall survival. Surgical resection

in brain metastasis has also been the object of partly critical

investigation. For this brain tumor entity too, surgical resection

was found to be a significant factor for longer survival and

preservation of functional status in many studies comparing the

surgical approach and radiation therapy or radiation therapy alone.

Patients that underwent surgery before radiation, regardless of the

type of radiation (whole-brain or stereotactic radiosurgery), showed

a significant longer patient survival and higher Karnofsky

Performance Scale Scores (6, 7).

Thus, surgical therapy represents a main step in therapeutical

concepts for cerebral lesions of different etiologies.

The most common highly functional supratentorial cerebral lesions

comprise areas of motor and speech function. An important feature of

gliomas and to some extent metastasis is the infiltrating zone. Here,

functional tissue is infiltrated bymalignant cells. Surgical intervention in

this zone would inherently result in neurological/neurocognitive

deficits, a non-resection in potential earlier recurrence. Thus, a

possible definition of “eloquent” localization could be the ability to

correlate a defined neurological/neurocognitive deficit with the

destruction of this tissue by progression of the tumor or resection.

Maximum but safe resection is the superior aim in brain tumor

surgery. In order to achieve the aimed resection but also to preserve

functional status, as well as to provide the patient with optimal

conditions for adjuvant therapies, intraoperative neuromonitoring

and mapping using direct cortical and subcortical stimulation
02
techniques have been well-established procedures in resection of

tumors relating to motor pathways or speech areas and fiber tracts

(8–12). In addition to motor and speech function, neurocognitive

integrity has more and more become a target for intraoperative

testing over the last few years (13–15).

There are different methods used for intraoperative monitoring

(IOM) of neurological function. Transcranial electric stimulation

(TES) can be used for motor-evoked potentials (TES-MEP) for

monitoring of motor pathway integrity. Additionally,

somatosensory-evoked potential (SSEP) monitoring to watch over

sensory function can be performed. MEP monitoring can also be

performed via direct cortical stimulation (DCS) by placing a strip

electrode (SE) on the precentral gyrus allowing a continuous control

of neurological motor function in asleep patients. DCS is also

carried out by the usage of handheld monopolar or bipolar

stimulation probes (16, 17), which enables the surgeon to map

the functionality of the tissue. Bipolar stimulation is commonly

used for awake mapping procedures, whereas monopolar mapping

is particularly used for motor mapping for tumors located near or

around motor pathways even though speech mapping is also

performed at least on a research basis via monopolar mapping

stimulation (18, 19). In summary, to date there are several options

for mapping and monitoring procedures available, from which the

surgeon can choose for special indications.

Over the past two decades, we have implemented the mentioned

technical methods as well as awake and asleep resection protocols at

our department. Instead of choosing one method over the other, we

preoperatively determine what we think is the most suitable

technique for preservation of neurological function. For

reevaluation of the decisions, the present study was conceived in

which we analyzed clinical and intraoperative data of 437

procedures in 400 patients that underwent surgery of eloquent

brain lesions during a period of 4 years and complemented these

data with subjective evaluations of the decisions made

preoperatively by the surgeons that had performed surgery. All

patients underwent surgery using either a single or combination of

different mentioned intraoperative neuromonitoring and mapping
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methods. Additionally, we combined asleep and awake procedures.

With this study, we aim to provide a deeper insight into strengths

and pitfalls of intraoperative neuromonitoring and mapping in

supratentorial eloquent brain tumors, especially gliomas and the

hereby used methods at our institution.
Patients and methods

In this single-center analysis (screening period 01/2019–01/23),

we performed evaluation of intraoperatively collected data of

neuromonitoring and mapping procedures in patients undergoing

surgery for eloquently located supratentorial brain lesions. We

complemented these data with sociodemographic data, clinical

findings of preoperative and postoperative neurological status up

to 6 months postoperative, and MRI studies for residual volume

evaluation and neuropathological diagnosis. The study was

approved by the local ethical committee (Study Number 2022-

2242). Reporting of this study was according to the strengthening of

the reporting of observational studies in epidemiology (STROBE)

guidelines for observational studies (Supplementary Material).
m

m

Patients

Inclusion criteria for the present analysis were (1) surgical

intervention in patients >18 years between January 2019 and

January 2023. (2) Intraoperative monitoring and/or mapping

devices were used. (3) The addressed lesion was located

supratentorial. Procedures for posterior fossa or spine surgery

were excluded. Availability of IONM or mapping data was also

taken into consideration as to some extent some data were missing

in some of the cases. However, missing of few data of individuals did

not lead to exclusion. The number of procedures is given for all

single analyses.
m

Data collection

General data
Sociodemographic data, neuropathological results, and

information on medical/surgical history, if applicable, were taken

from the local patient administration system. Surgical history was

divided into four categories: (1) primary surgery, (2) recurrent

surgery with neuropathological confirmation of recurrent disease,

(3) recurrent surgery without neuropathological confirmation of

recurrent disease, (4) 2nd-look surgery.

Neuropathological results if obtained before introduction of

WHO 5 Classifications of Central Nervous System Tumors 2021

(20) were adapted according to the new classification.

Neurological outcome
Patients underwent initial neurological examination at

timepoint of admission; this was defined as timepoint “pre-
Frontiers in Oncology 03
operative”. Postsurgery patients underwent multiple examination,

especially in case of any new neurological deficit. For the present

analyses, we consistently used the examination at timepoint of

dismission for definition of timepoint “postoperative” .

Furthermore, patients with new neurological deficit in the

postoperative state were followed up at around 3 months (“3-

month FU”) and 6 months (6-month FU). Neurological

examination was performed by different specially trained team

members who also carried out awake procedure preparation and

awake procedure testing intraoperatively. Our protocol includes a

detailed questionnaire about general condition and health-related

problems as well as a detailed neurological examination of cranial

nerves, motoric and sensory testing, and, if applicable, speech

testing as described further on.
Monitoring and mapping data
Monitoring and mapping data were obtained using the

following technical devices with a described standard setup for

different monitoring/mapping techniques.

ISIS Xpert and C2 Xplore (inomed Medizintechnik GmbH,

Emmendingen, Germany, NeuroExplorer Software Version 6).
onitoring

SSEP (ISIS only)

TES-MEP (ISIS only)

DCS MEP (ISIS only, four to six contact subdural strips).

apping

Cortical and subcortical with monopolar probe

cortical and subcortical with bipolar probe
In cases where the C2 Xplore device was used, amperage of bipolar

stimulation is given in the numbers of ISIS Xpert device as there are

other technical nuances between those devices leading to different

settings. For better comparison, we standardized the data obtained.

Ojemann Cortical Stimulator (Integra LifeSciences)
apping

Cortical and subcortical with bipolar probe
Awake status
Additionally, surgical protocols were screened for stimulation

details and information on awake status and time of awake

condition if applicable. Awake status was divided into following

subcategories: “awake,” “not adequately awake,” “not awake”. In

cases where awake surgery was planned but not conducted due to

non-compliance of patients or other reasons (“not adequately

awake”), the procedure was categorized in awake surgery status

for statistical analyses.

More detailed technical data such as monitoring/mapping devices

and technical setups are reported in the Supplementary Information.
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Choice of adequate mapping/monitoring or
speech testing

At patients’ presentation and when indication for surgery is set

due to radiological and or clinical findings, we take a deep look into

MRI scans and decide as a team of the leading surgeon and assistant

surgeon as well as monitoring staff which technique to use in this

special case. There has to be careful consideration of clinical and

technical examination results in order to choose the right methods

for the particular cases. The day before surgery, team members of

the neurooncological team will talk to the patient through the

procedure and perform neurological examination of the patient

with evaluation of cranial nerves, motor and sensibility deficits, and

general symptoms as headaches and perform a quick screening of

speech disturbances. If there are any conspicuousness about speech

deficits in the screening, the whole testing battery that we defined at

our department is useful for efficient speech testing is performed.

Details about the speech testing are described below.

Language testing
When language testing was performed, different tests were

conducted with some items taken from Aachen Aphasia Test

(21). Baseline testing was performed the day before surgery in

order to have comparable data for intraoperative testing.

Furthermore, all patients underwent postoperative testing at least

at one time point in the postoperative state until they

were discharged.

The following dimensions of language skills were tested pre-

intra- and postoperatively in order to evaluate patients’

speech affection:

Spontaneous speech

Patients are motivated to talk about a topic of their choice. This

is done to test semantic aspects of the patients’ speech, articulation,

phonology, and syntax in general.

Token test

Testing language comprehension by showing and matching

geometrical shapes of different sizes and colors.

Free reading

By reading the written language comprehension is tested.

Picture naming

Analysis of the designation of images of colors, objects,

or actions.

Pyramids and palm trees test

Test for semantic memory used to detect language impairment.

The test uses iconic images to determine the degree to which a

subject can access meaning from pictures and words.

Surgeons’ postoperative evaluation
In order to compare chosen methods with a postoperative

reevaluation, we retrospectively performed inquiries of surgeons
Frontiers in Oncology 04
concerning assessment of obligatory monitoring/mapping in the

present case. Obligatory modes were divided into the following 13

categories: monopolar stimulation, bipolar stimulation,

combination monopolar/SSEP/MEP, combination monopolar

SSEP/MEP/SE, combination monopolar/bipolar, combination

monopolar/bipolar/SSEP/MEP, combination monopolar/bipolar/

SSEP/MEP/SE, combination bipolar SSEP/MEP/SE, SSEP/MEP/

SE only, monitoring/mapping (m/m) not needed, m/m not

applicable/no resection, used methods inconclusive.

The chosen method for each specific case served as preoperative

evaluation and was not documented separately.

Procedures were led by three senior surgeons with each more

than 10–25 years of experience in the field of brain tumor surgery

and intraoperative monitoring/mapping procedures. Senior

surgeons were accompanied by residents with different

experiences in brain tumor surgery.

Residual volume (MRI)
For evaluation of residual tumor volume, results of

postoperative conducted MRIs were screened. All MRIs were

carried out within 72 h postsurgery. We defined four groups for

result description:

(1) intraoperatively defined macroscopic total resection and

total resection in postoperative MRI, (2) intraoperatively defined

macroscopic total resection and residual tumor volume in

postoperative MRI, (3) intraoperatively defined macroscopic

residual tumor volume and residual tumor volume in

postoperative MRI, and (4) no MRI. Residual volume was either

calculated by the reporting radiologist or if missing by the study

team under usage of a volumetry tool in the local radiology

information system (SECTRA Workstation 101, IDS7, Version

24.1, Sectra AB, Sweden, 2022). Results of residual tumor volume

are stated in milliliters. Residual volumes less than 0.1 ml were

defined as total resection.

Statistical analyses
All statistical analyses were conducted using IBM SPSS Statistics

Version 26 (IBM Corporation, USA). Obtained results were

statistically analyzed by using chi-square test for nominal

variables. Group comparison was performed by univariate

analyses of variance by (ANOVA), and post-hoc tests were

adjusted using Bonferroni correction. Additionally, we carried out

correlation calculation under usage of Pearson correlation.

Statistical cutoff stated as p-value for all results was set at 0.05.
Results

General data

Overall, we included 437 surgical procedures in 400 patients

(47% women, n = 188; 53% men, n = 212) over a period of 48

months in the present analyses. There were 27 patients who

underwent surgery twice and five patients who had triple surgery

during the observation period.
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The mean age of patients at surgery was 56.6 years [± SD 14.9,

range 20–90 years]. If patients underwent more than one surgical

procedure, age at first recorded surgery was enclosed in the

reported data.

68% of surgeries were primary cases (n = 296). One-third were

recurrent surgeries with neuropathological confirmation of

recurrent disease (n = 121). In 3% (n=12), recurrent surgery

revealed no recurrent disease but showed other diagnoses, for

example radio necrosis or reactive tissue changes. Eight (2%)

procedures were labeled as second-look surgery in patients with

significant residual tumor volume in postoperative MRIs due to

different reasons.

One patient underwent primary surgery without mapping/

monitoring and showed residual volume in the postoperative

MRI; therefore, second-look surgery was advised. Four patients

showed different impairments under subcortical stimulation (one

patient anomia with 2 mA bipolar subcortical stimulation, one

patient >70% deterioration in the picture naming test as well as

under subcortical bipolar stimulation, one patient who underwent

monopolar subcortical mapping with a 2-mA resection limit

achieved, and one patient who showed a significant increase in

SSEP latencies and therefore resection had to be stopped).

In two patients, primary surgery was finished under expectance

of total resection with no link to functional limits. One patient

underwent primary surgery under expectance of debulking as

resection could only be achieved under speech monitoring, but

speech testing preoperatively showed too much effect for reliable

intraoperative testing. After recovery from primary surgery, awake

surgery was evaluated as soon as possible; therefore, a second-look

surgery with indented total resection was performed.

A total of 235 procedures were performed on lesions in the left

hemisphere (54%), 196 were right-hemispheric tumors (45%), and

6 were located elsewhere (1%, rostrum, splenium, bifrontal).

Majority of neuropathological diagnoses were high-grade

glioma (glioblastoma, IDH-wild type, MGMT methylation

positive or negative) with 191 procedures (43.7%). IDH-mutant

astrocytoma (WHO 1–4) and cerebral metastases were each

diagnosed in 86 procedures (19.7%). Oligodendroglioma, IDH-

mutant 1p/19q co-deletion (WHO 2 + 3), was diagnosed in 38

procedures (8.7%).

For a summary of cohorts’ complete general data results, please

refer to Table 1.
Awake status

Overall, 53% (n = 233) of procedures were conducted as awake

surgery or were at least planned as awake surgery. Out of 233

planned awake procedures, 36 were categorized as “not awake

adequately” (15%). Most frequent localizations for awake surgery

in left hemispheric tumors were frontal, temporal, fronto-temporal,

and parietal lesions, in the right hemisphere most commonly right

parietal tumors followed by temporal and frontal lesions. Patients

that underwent planned awake surgery were significantly younger
Frontiers in Oncology 05
TABLE 1 Summary of cohorts' general data.

AGE (y)

Mean 56.6 [SD ± 14.9]

Range 20–90

n = 400

SEX

Female 188

Male 212

DIAGNOSIS

Astrocytoma IDH-mutant (2-3) 80

Astrocytoma IDH-mutant (4) 6

Glioblastoma, IDH-wild type (4) MGMT − 105

Glioblastoma, IDH-wild type (4) MGMT + 86

Oligodendroglioma (2-3) 38

Diffuse hemispheric glioma 1

Cerebral metastasis 86

Aggressive NHL 7

Meningioma 1

Atypical meningioma 4

High-grade neuroepithelial tumor 1

Low-grade neuroepithelial tumor 3

Dysembrioplastic neuroepithelial tumor 1

Ganglioglioma 2

Radiation necrosis 2

Reactive tissue changes 10

Chronic inflammatory tissue changes 1

Florid inflammatory demyelinating

CNS lesion 1

Cerebral toxoplasmosis 2

SURGICAL HISTORY

Primary surgery 296

Recurrent surgery with diagnosis of 121

recurrent disease

Recurrent surgery without diagnosis of 12

recurrent disease

Second look 8

LOCALIZATION

Left hemisphere 235

Right hemisphere 196

Other 6
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compared with the non-awake patients with a mean age of 52.3

years in the awake group vs. 60.2 years in the non-awake group (p <

0.001, Figure 1A).

Awake status and duration of awake status differed significantly

according to the hemisphere. While lesions located in the left

hemisphere were more frequently planned and conducted as

awake procedure (p < 0.001, Figure 1B), the duration of the

awake phase was significantly longer when performed on lesions

in the right hemisphere (left = 69.6 min [± SD 25.2] vs. right = 80.8

min [± SD 27.1], p = 0.023, Figure 1C).
Intraoperative monitoring/stimulation data

TES-MEP and SSEP monitoring
SSEP monitoring was conducted in 234 and TES-MEP in 260

procedures. The range of stimulation for the present cohort for left

and right medianus SSEP monitoring was 0.8–20 mA and for tibilias

SSEP on the right side 0.5–30 mA and for the left side 1.7–30 mA. For

MEP monitoring, maximum stimulation of 220 mA at a band-pass

filter between 250 and 500 Hz or a maximum of 100 mA at 500 Hz

was used. For upper extremities, the range of stimulation was 40 to 80

mA and for lower extremities 60–110 mA in the present cohort.
Frontiers in Oncology 06
SSEP and MEP monitoring via SE was conducted in 172 cases

(Figure 2). SSEP monitoring was significantly more frequently used

in left hemispheric lesions (n = 136 vs. 94, p = 0.007), whereas usage

of TES-MEP did not significantly differ concerning localization

(Figure 3). SSEP monitoring was significantly more often used in

asleep surgery status (p < 0.001 SSEP, Figure 4).

Furthermore, we analyzed EEG documentation for

intraoperative seizures; EEG data were available for 260 patients.

Seizures were observed in 22 patients either via EEG only or by EEG

and clinical determination (8%). There were 13 patients with

seizure occurrence (59%) who underwent an awake procedure.

Preoperative seizure did not increase the risk for intraoperative

seizures (p = 0.854), but bipolar stimulation significantly correlated

with occurrence of intraoperative seizures (p = 0.008) whereas

monopolar stimulation did not.

Monopolar/bipolar mapping
Monopolar mapping was conducted in 348 procedures

(Figure 2). Stimulation ranged from 0.5 to 20 mA. Epidural

stimulation in 127 cases (36%) was conducted with a mean

current of 10.6 mA [± SD 4.2]. In the vast majority of surgeries, a

cortical stimulation was performed with 329 cases (96%) and a

mean current of 7.6 mA [± SD 4.4]; subcortical stimulation was
B

C

A

FIGURE 1

(A) Significant difference in the mean age and awake status (p < 0.001). (B) Awake status for procedures of both hemispheres; left hemispheric
lesions were significantly more often operated under awake settings (p < 0.001). (C) Duration of the awake phase for both hemispheres showing
significantly longer awake duration in right hemispheric lesions (p = 0.0023).
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found in 302 surgeries (87%) with a mean current of 3.4 mA [± SD

3.2], ranging from 0.2 to 20 mA.

The proportion of awake procedures in monopolar mapping

procedures was 52% with 181 cases (Figure 4).

There were 186 procedures conducted under usage of bipolar

stimulation (Figure 2). Bipolar cortical mapping was found in 91%

(n = 169) with a mean current of 2.2 mA [± SD 1.4, range 1–3 mA]

and subcortical stimulation in 73% (n = 136) with a mean current of

2.1 mA [± SD 1.0, range 0.8–3 mA]. In the awake setting, 169

patients underwent bipolar stimulation (91%, Figure 4). If clinical

evaluation, in case of awake surgery, or MEP/SSEP monitoring

allowed so, resection was stopped at a minimum of 1 mA when

performing subcortical mapping.

In 151 cases, both monopolar and bipolar stimulation were

performed, thereof a total of 91% (n = 136) proceeded in an awake

setting (Figure 2).

During both mapping procedures, awake surgery status was

more frequently planned than asleep procedures (monopolar

stimulation p = 0.026, bipolar stimulation p ≤ 0.001, Figure 4).
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Localization did not correlate significantly with use of

monopolar mapping; however, bipolar mapping was used more

frequently for left hemispheric tumors (p ≤ 0.001, Figure 3).
Surgeons’ evaluation of obligatory
stimulation mode

Most frequently monopolar mapping (n= 172), bipolar

mapping (n= 98), and combination of monopolar/bipolar

mapping (n= 85) were designated as obligatory stimulation

modes. In only 10 procedures, combination of all mapping and

monitoring techniques was seen as obligatory (four lesions left

frontal, temporal and fronto-temporal, six lesions right fronto-

parietal, parietal and fronto-temporal); however, SSEP/MEP

monitoring was seen obligatory in around 16% of all procedures,

independently from mapping procedures that were performed, but

most commonly in right hemispheric lesions with monopolar

stimulation combined with SSEP/MEP monitoring.
FIGURE 3

Different monitoring and mapping procedures separated according to localization. Monopolar stimulation was mostly used on left hemispheric
lesions followed by monopolar stimulation on right hemispheric procedures. The least used method was bipolar stimulation for right hemispheric
lesions. * = significant results.
FIGURE 2

Number of procedures for different monitoring/mapping modes that were used intraoperatively. Mostly monopolar stimulation was used. The
combination (“comb”) of monopolar and bipolar mapping plus monitoring was the least combination that was used intraoperatively.
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In eight cases, SSEP/MEP monitoring only was evaluated as

required without any mapping procedure. Three procedures were

performed without any requirement of monitoring or mapping due

to intraoperative non-functional localization (0.7%). Two surgeries

were terminated without any intervention. In one procedure, all

methods used were rated as inconclusive with no benefit for safe

resection (Figure 5).

A significant correlation between localization of tumor and

postoperative stated obligatory stimulation modus was found (p =

< 0.001).

Monopolar obligatory mapping was found to be essential in

right hemispheric tumors more often than left hemispheric ones; on

the contrary, bipolar mapping and combination of monopolar/

bipolar mapping were evaluated as essential more often on left

hemispheric lesions.

Incongruency of the obligatory method according to surgeons’

evaluation and the intraoperatively used method was more often
Frontiers in Oncology 08
seen with obligatory bipolar mapping (23% bipolar mapping, 10%

for monopolar mapping).
Clinical outcome

In 279 cases, preoperative deficits were noticed (64%), mostly

motor deficits (n = 70), speech disorders (n = 58), affection of vision

and or cranial nerves (n = 28), and behavioral changes (n = 28).

Additionally, preoperative seizures were observed in 49 cases (11%).

A new postoperative neurological impairment was seen in 57

patients (13%, Figure 6); seven patients died shortly after resection.

However, deaths were not directly related to surgical complications.

Majority of neurological deficits (61%) were seen after procedures

on left hemispheric tumors, and right hemispheric surgeries led to

postoperative new deficits in 35% of the cases. 4% occurred in

other locations.
FIGURE 5

Postoperative evaluation of obligatory mapping or monitoring modes by the operating surgeon. Monopolar, bipolar, and a combination of both
mapping procedures were mostly stated as “obligatory” for the preceding surgery. Full technical equipment with a combination of mapping and
monitoring was less frequently recalled as obligatory.
FIGURE 4

Different monitoring and mapping procedures here parted in accordance by awake status. Here, also monopolar mapping was most commonly used
either awake or asleep with no significant difference in number of procedures. Bipolar stimulation in the asleep status was used least in the cohort. *
= significant results.
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A total of 24 patients suffered from high-grade hemiparesis, one

patient showed sensory deficits as new and leading symptoms, 22

patients presented a new speech disorder affecting either sensory or

motoric aspects of speech, and global aphasia as the combination of

both was seen in one patient. Three patients presented new

impairment in facial motoric or vision. Six patients had a

combined deficit of speech and motor function.

At first follow-up after 3 months postoperative, persistent

neurological deficits in 16 cases out of 56 were reported (4%, n =

411, Figure 6). At 6 months of follow-up, neurological deficits were

still seen after nine procedures, an overall of 2% concerning all

procedures, and were defined as permanent deficit by that time (n=

406, Figure 6) with five patients with persistent motor impairment

and four speech disturbances. Overall, 13 patients had died within 6

months postsurgery (2%).

Permanent deficits occurred independently from diagnosis (p =

0.958) or localization (p = 0.271). Significantly increased risk of

death was seen in cases with preoperative neurological deficit (p =

0.030). Surgical status “awake” significantly correlated with direct

postoperative speech deficits not motor deficits (p = 0.003). Overall

evaluation of persistent deficit after 6 months however revealed no

significant influence by awake or asleep status (p = 0.593).

Correlat ion of st imulat ion/monitoring modes and

postoperative neurological deficit revealed no significant results

for SSEP monitoring (p = 0.341), TES-MEP (p = 0.659), and

bipolar stimulation (p = 0.061), but monopolar stimulation with

p = 0.007. Permanent deficit at 6 months did also only significantly

correlate with usage of monopolar stimulation (p = 0.012). At last,

neurological impairment and obligatory stimulation mode turned

out to be not significantly related (p = 0.109).

We examined postoperative MRI scans of patients who

experienced new neurological impairments after surgery. In our

analysis, we identified indications of infarction or postoperative

bleeding in 21 MRI scans (comprising 17 cases of infarction and 4
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cases of bleeding). Notably, most infarctions were very and

relatively small (n = 15) and are not assumed to be a potential

reason for neurological impairment. In two patients, the infarction

may have contributed to their postoperative and later permanent

deficits. In a specific case, a patient exhibited a basal ganglia

infarction and subsequently experienced postoperative motor

deficits. Additionally, in the second patient, a relatively extensive

territorial infarction occurred, leading to motor deficits as well.
Resection results

For evaluation of resection results, 417 MRIs were available. In

20 cases, postoperative MRI was renounced due to biopsy-only

procedures or postoperative bleeding with no reasonable MRI

results expected. In 50% of the procedures, a total resection was

achieved (n = 209); in 149 (36%) procedures, an already

intraoperatively expected residual volume was proven by

postoperative MRI, mostly in left fronto-temporal and straight

left temporal lesions. In 14% of the cases, intraoperative

evaluation of total resection failed proof by postoperative MRI.

Overall, 268 surgeries were evaluated as total resection procedures

by the surgeons; however, in 59 cases, postoperative MRI revealed

residual tumor volume in those cases with a mean residual volume

of 0.41 ml [± SD 0.73, range 0.1–4.8 ml] (Figure 7).
Discussion

The present study summarizes neurological outcome and

resection results of 437 procedures as well as risk factors for

neurological impairment after surgical procedures in eloquent

brain areas when combining all modalities of monitoring and

mapping procedures for tumor resection of infiltrating lesions.
FIGURE 6

Illustrating cases with postoperative and persistent new neurological deficits. We defined “persistent deficit” as neurological impairment after 6
months postoperative. Nine patients suffered from persistent deficits after surgical intervention; mostly permanent speech disorders were seen.
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Stimulation procedures and
neurological outcome

Monopolar stimulation was conducted in the vast majority of

procedures. Motor pathway mapping with cortical and subcortical

monopolar stimulation was performed on lesions in both

hemispheres with no significant difference. This technique is

widely used for intraoperative mapping of the motor cortex (M1)

and cortico-spinal tract (22, 23). Mapping of motor functions can

also be carried out using bipolar stimulation (12, 24); however, it is

by far not as reliable as monopolar-induced MEPs or TES-MEP.

In our clinic, bipolar stimulation for motor mapping was only

performed additionally to monopolar cortical mapping in cases

when monopolar mapping revealed MEP answers in more than one

gyrus or if obtained MEPs showed some inconsistences. Bipolar

mapping was significantly more often used on left hemispheric

lesions for language mapping procedures, which is also described as

standard procedure in the literature (11, 25); however, for language

mapping, patients need to be awake during surgery. In our cohort,

the majority of procedures were performed in the awake status and

hereof the majority of lesions were located on the left hemisphere.

SSEP monitoring was also used more often in left hemispheric

lesions, which the authors think is a result of the majority of lesions

located left hemispheric; at least 54% of the procedures were

performed on lesions located in the left hemisphere. 31% of the

right hemispheric lesions were also operated on in the awake status.

Our group mainly addressed right hemispheric lesions under

monopolar stimulation in the awake status when fine motor skills

or complex motor tasks had to be monitored during surgery.

Major focus when choosing individual mapping and or

monitoring modes lies in the neurological outcome. Maximum
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resection results shall be achieved under maximum safe

circumstances concerning motor and speech integrity of the

patient. New neurological deficits after brain surgery negatively

affect quality of life in glioma patients, which has been discussed

more frequently in the past years to be defined as an important

prognostic factor (26), and can contribute to a shorter overall

survival at least in patients with glioblastoma (27). Furthermore, a

delay in adjuvant therapies due new postoperative motor

impairment contributes to a decrease in life expectancy. Thus,

there is consensus about focusing on preservation of functional

integrity during surgical therapy of brain tumors especially high-

grade gliomas, as they cannot be cured by surgery (28).

In our study with a large number of procedures, we only found

permanent new neurological deficits in 2% of the procedures.

Viagano et al. published similar results with new permanent

deficits in 1.9% of patients when combining TES and DCS high-

frequency stimulation in asleep procedures for tumors affecting

motor pathways (29). Rossi et al. studied outcomes in 102 patients

with tumors affecting the motor cortex when using different

stimulation paradigms for high-frequency stimulation. In the

standard approach group, using the same paradigm for

monopolar stimulation as we did in our study, also 2% of the

patients suffered from permanent neurological impairment (30). A

meta-analysis including 90 publications with over 8,000 glioma

patients revealed slightly more permanent neurological deficits with

3.4% of surgeries under mapping procedures in eloquent

procedures (31). The same result with 3.4% new deficits were

achieved in a study by Gogos et al. (16), comprising 58 patients

with diagnosed glioma and lesions located near motor pathways.

In patients with direct postoperative neurological impairment,

we found two patients in which intraoperatively an increase of SSEP
FIGURE 7

Resection results as obtained by postoperative MRI scans. A total of 209 procedures were finished with total resection. In 59 cases, surgeons’
evaluation was total resection intraoperatively but nevertheless post-OP MRI revealed residual volume (mean 0.4 ml). A total of 20 procedures were
biopsies only where no MRI postoperatively was conducted.
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latencies was seen. In three patients, speech testing showed

difficulties due to lack of patients’ compliance resolving in a new

deficit in the postoperative phase. In the other cases, there were no

warning signs such as loss of SSEP or MEP signals, but majority of

patients that underwent surgery in the awake status showed fine

impairment during intraoperative testing; therefore, resection was

stopped under careful consideration of the clinical findings.

None of the patients with permanent deficits underwent surgery

with special intraoperative monitoring or mapping events. Five

patients suffered from speech disorders, and four patients suffered

from new high-grade hemiparesis. Two patients showed minor

territorial infarcts in the postoperative MRI; it must be assumed that

these were causal for the new and then in the follow-up also

permanent neurological deficit (hemiparesis).

There are two questions to be raised in the light of the certainly

very low persistent deficits in our cohort. On the one hand, the

question is whether the cohorts’ localizations really were as

functional as assumed from the MRI. We found that only in 0.7%

of the procedures, there were only negative mapping results or there

was no MEP or SSEP signal to be obtained during the surgical

procedure. The authors concluded that in these cases, the tumor

was not functionally located. However, this is a very small number

given more than 99% of the surgeries with positive feedback and

usefu l moni tor ing/mapping procedures as eva luated

postoperatively by the surgeons. On the other hand, heterogeneity

of our cohort might have contributed to the slightly better result as

there are different growth and therefore infiltration patterns

between tumor entities resulting in different complexities of

functional preservation during resection. Infiltrating tumors

might be relevantly of higher risk for postoperative deficits due to

difficulties in resection limits. In our cohort, the infiltrating tumors

were the majority, but there were a not insignificant number of

patients with tumor entities that are known for not infiltrating but

extruding growth patterns, which is different to the meta-analysis of

de Witt et al. as they only enclosed glioma patients with infiltrating

growth patterns. In order to evaluate the significance of

neuropathological diagnoses, we correlated diagnoses with

neurological outcome and found no significant correlation. Thus,

for our cohort, we did not see a link from diagnoses to infiltration

patterns, resection, and permanent deficits.

When searching for determinants that contributed to the

patients’ outcome, we found that surgical procedures on left

hemispheric lesions were more often noticed to cause

postoperative neurological deficits than right hemispheric

procedures. Nevertheless, this did not result in permanent new

neurological deficits at 6 months FU. However, nine patients

suffered from permanent deficit after 6 months post-op, four had

recurrent surgery, and five underwent primary surgery. 67% were

left hemispheric lesions with five patients suffering from speech

disorder and one patient suffering from motor impairment in a left-

parietal lesion. Interestingly, we found a strong correlation of

preoperative neurological deficit and death within the first 6

months postsurgery.

In our study, majority of left hemispheric lesions were operated

in the awake status. Awake procedures are discussed to improve

safety of resection (24, 32). Although we found that there was a
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significant correlation between awake surgical status and direct

postoperative speech deficit, which was not seen for motor

impairment, in our cohort and this correlation was seen

independently from the localization of the lesion, the overall 6-

month evaluation of persistent deficits was not significantly

influenced by the surgical status. Early postoperative overall

neurological deterioration was only seen when using monopolar

stimulation; all other monitoring or mapping techniques did not

significantly influence the neurological outcome. However, again

this finding was not verifiable at the 6-month FU and might have

been influenced by the circumstance that monopolar stimulation

has been used in nearly 80% of the procedures compared with only

38% bipolar stimulation; we think that the wider exposure of

monopolar stimulation might have increased the probability of

postoperative effect. Other statistically significant cofounders were

not found.
Intraoperative seizures

Intraoperative seizures induced by DCS are commonly seen and

discussed complications in the literature. Studies provide a wide

range of stimulation-induced seizures with reported rates in the low

single-digit up to more than 50%, leading to an increase of

neurological postoperative impairment (33–35). Part of the

discussion are predictors for intraoperative seizures. Preoperative

seizures tend to be risk factors for stimulation-induced

intraoperative seizures (24, 33, 36). In our cohort, we recorded

seizures in 8% of the procedures, with none of the patients suffering

from preoperative seizures. All patients were therapy-naïve

concerning anticonvulsants. We were not able to reproduce

findings of correlation between preoperative and intraoperative

seizures; however, in our cohort bipolar stimulation expectedly

correlated with incidence of stimulation-induced seizures, whereas

stimulation intensity did not significantly influence the incidence of

intraoperative seizures.
Evaluation of surgeons

One of the major aims of this study was to correlate

preoperatively chosen monitoring or mapping techniques with

postoperative evaluation of the techniques used by the surgeon.

We found that in 73% procedures, the postoperative evaluation of

obligatory stimulation mode matched the preoperatively defined

methods to be used intraoperatively. The localization of the tumor

correlated with postoperative surgeons’ evaluation, and as expected,

monopolar obligatory mapping was found to be essential more

often in right hemispheric lesions, whereas bipolar mapping and

combined monopolar/bipolar mapping were more often evaluated

as essential for tumors in the left hemisphere. Interestingly, SSEP/

MEP monitoring only or in combination with DCS was only seen

obligatory in 15% with a rising number of obligatory evaluations

after engagement of new monitoring staff from 11 procedures that

were evaluated as obligatory monitored by SSEP/MEP to 25

procedures (per year). The authors discussed that and found that
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there either must be a bias due to availability of more monitoring

staff or procedures became more demanding with high-risk vascular

involvement. Nevertheless, there was no correlation between stated

obligatory stimulation mode and postoperative neurological

outcome. Interestingly, more incongruence between the evaluated

obligatory method and actual technique used was seen with bipolar

mapping. This might be a result of non-adequate awake patients

with left hemispheric lesions that needed to undergo bipolar

mapping due to localization, but mapping or adequate testing was

not able to be performed due to noncompliance to awake situation

or seizures at the beginning.
Resection result

The extent of resection and its impact on overall survival (OS)

in patients suffering from glioma are widely discussed. Different

thresholds for impact on OS were published ranging from 60% to

98% (37–40). Also, in oligodendroglioma and metastasis, the extent

of resection seems to have a significant impact on survival (41, 42).

Total resection, meaning no detectable contrast enhancement in

the post-OP MRI, was achieved in 50% of the procedures. There

were 20 procedures performed as biopsy without post-OP MRI. In

149 (36%) procedures, the functional limit was achieved

intraoperatively, as defined by monitoring and or mapping

results. In 59 (14%) procedures, surgeons assumed total resection

but post-OP MRI showed residual tumor volume with a very low

mean residual volume of 0.41 ml and a maximum residual volume

of 4.8 ml in one case. In our cohort, total resection was achieved in

arguably fewer cases than in comparable publications (31), but there

are some points that led to this result. Firstly, functional limits were

achieved intraoperatively, in more than one-third of procedures.

Achievement of total resection would have meant neurological

deterioration for the patient, something that has to be avoided in

the light of survival benefits. Secondly, using intraoperative tools for

functional preservation and then deciding intraoperatively to

maximize resection regardless of the mapping results would fail

the surgical aim. Thirdly, in the procedures that were evaluated as

total resection but nonetheless showed residual volume in the post-

OP MRI, residual volume was marginal with a mean of 0.4 ml.

Concerning comparable publications, a residual tumor volume up

to 8 cm3 could be acceptable for an effect on survival that can still be

achieved at least for gliomas (40). Furthermore, with this study, we

searched for impacts on resection results but found that there was

no significant correlation either between monitoring/mapping

results or between the resection result and neurological outcome.

However, we did not analyze survival data of the present cohort.

Nevertheless, in consideration of already published literature, we

assume that the very much marginal residual volume did not have

any negative impact on patients’ OS.
Limitation

The lacking survival data might be a limitation to the study in

order to comprehend the given resection results. Nonetheless, as
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this was not the focus of the present analysis, the authors renounced

this fractional analysis. Additionally in some cases, information on

stimulation modes or thresholds could not be obtained from all

sources that were available to the authors. However, as there were

only minor missing data, we do not think that this would have

affected the results significantly.

In the context of determining and evaluating the extent of

resection in patients with glioblastoma, another limitation might be

the lack of an assessment of the influence of 5-ALA on the resection.

However, a meaningful statistical analysis in the reported cohort

was not feasible because all patients with suspected or confirmed

brain tumors, and at least at the beginning of the observation

period, patients suspected of cerebral metastasis, received 5-ALA.

Therefore, group comparisons regarding the extent of resection

for this cohort were not applicable. We clearly assume that, as

reported in the literature, resection under 5-ALA had a positive

impact on conduction of resection. However, it is important to

consider that the current cohort consists of highly functionally

located tumors. Even though resection was performed under

fluorescence guidance, and residual fluorescence may have been

visible, functional assessment was more decisive for the extent

of resection.
Conclusion

In the light of the important role of surgical procedures in the

therapy process for brain tumor lesions and the superior aim to

preserve functionality of the patients, adequate planning of

intraoperative required monitoring or mapping techniques is of

highest priority. Deciding which intraoperative mapping and or

monitoring procedure is best for the patient is highly individual.

The choice of a certain technique mainly depends on localization

and experience of the surgeon. With the present study, we

demonstrate operability of highly functional infiltrating brain

lesions of various localizations without major neurological

impairment under usage of IONM and mapping techniques.

We were able to give an overview of pitfalls and strengths of

the different technical procedures and if, respectively, how

they correlate with postoperative neurological outcome and

resection results. Furthermore, we retrospectively included the

surgeons’ view and evaluated the impact of a possibly existing

mismatch between preoperative and postoperative assessment of

individual technical considerations for each procedure. With

this evaluation, we were able to show that certain techniques

might not be useful for every case and in the light of

optimalization of resources not required for safe resections in

every cases. These results shall contribute to a practical but high-

quality decision-making process for every surgeon addressing

eloquent brain lesions.
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